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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss a model of interacting strings at finite densities based on nucle-
ation theory, the study of formation of droplets in a supersaturated gas, the analogy being between
drops of various sizes and strings with various excitation number. The interaction of the strings is
considered to be the usual merging and splitdng. We do not assume equilibrium a priori but find
equilibrium configurations of strings as a result of their dynamics. We study these configurations
as we change the energy density, and find the presence of two phases A tow density 'gas' phase,
in which the energy is in strings in the fundamental or the first few excited levels, and a high den-
sity 'liquid phase in which the number of strings is low, all the energy being carried by few very
excited strings. For the gas phase we also discuss the thermodynamics of the system.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we try to give an answer to the following question: vhat happens to
a gas of strings at finite density if the number of strings is not kept constant and
the strings are allowed to interact via the usual merging and splitting mechanism?
The reason to ask this question lies in work Hagedorn did more than a quarter of
a century ago, even before the first advent of string theories. Hagedorn [l] noticed
that in a theory with an exponentially increasing density of states (such as a string
theory, or more generally a dual model) the thermal partition function diverges at
a temperature equal (in the appropriate units) to the inverse of the rate of the
exponential increase of states.

In particular for a string theory the density of states is asymptotically:

p(m) « m-<* V » m (1.1)

In the following we will consider closed string theory, for which /?# = 2vy/2 for the
bosonic string, and 2w and (y/2+l)ir for the type II and heterotic string respectively.
The quantity d is the number of large scale space dimensions and we have neglected
an unimportant proportionality constant. The information on the compactified
small scale dimensions is included in the form of (1.1) [2]. The thermal partition
function is:

i m

where the £ , i» intended over all possible states. It is easy to tee that Z diverges for
the inverse temperature P < 0&, that is for temperatures larger than Ta — 1/fis-
Something must happen at 7>, we will leave here aside the question whether this
is a limiting temperature [1] or the indication of a phase transition [3,4]. We notice
however that the canonical ensemble partition function assumes the presence of
a thermal reservoir, with which the ideal gas of strings would be in equilibrium,
and the concept itself of thermal reservoir may not be an useful one for physics at
Planckian or near Planckian temperatures.

Thus one is motivated to treat the system of strings as an isolated system. The

standard way to study isolated system is provided by the method of microcanonical

ensemble, [5,6,7] where the investigation is of the system in equilibrium with total

energy E, number of particles Ar, volume V and possibly some other conserved

quantities. One of the interesting results obtained, using this method in the string



case, is that the most favored configuration of N strings is the one where there is
one highly excited string, which carries most of energy of the system, and the others
<- [N - 1) strings are at the lowest mass level. In this way of treating statistical
mechanics, the contact with thermodynamics is made via Boltzmann's relation:
Sm = JfcjlnW, where W is the number of partition and Sm is the entropy, in the
microcanonical sense. In the usual case, such as ideal gas, we can take Sm = Stt

where St is the entropy in the thennodynamkal tense. Then using the standard
relation of thermodynamics, we can find a temperature of the system as a function
of Et Vt N, namely T~l = ( f ^ ) v - In the case of string theory, the matter is very
different. The formal definition of the temperature using the entropy obtained in
microcanonical ensemble cannot be used at high energy density region comparable
with Planckian scale*. A possible answer to this problem is that the relation St =
Sm, which is valid when the thermal equilibrium of the system is ensured, does not
hold anymore at the high energy region of string theory. Therefore, we have to
reconsider our starting point where we postulate the equilibrium of the system with
a set of conserved quantities E, N, V.

Common to both the canonical and microcanonical approach is the assumption
of equilibrium and the fact that the strings are considered an ideal gas of nomnttr-
ccting strings (apart from the weak interaction needed to reach equilibrium). This is
not a safe assumption in the case of strings at the beginning of the universe, where
those considerations supposedly have some physical relevance. In ref. [2] Salomon-
son and Skagerstam have proposed a model (the heretic string model) in which
strings are considered macroscopic interacting objects, with a length and an inter-
action probability proportional to their length. They then did a microcanonical-like
analysis of the equilibrium configurations of the system. Where there is an overlap
their results are in broad agreement with the ones of the model presented here,
although the details and the quantitative analysis differ somewhat. In particular
they also find the presence of two phases, dominated by abort and long strings
respectively.

The model we present in the next section does not assume equilibrium at all, it
conriden in fact the gas of strings as a dynamical system evolving in time, with the
number of strings at a particular energy as the variable. The analogy and the tool
being nucleation theory (the formation and evolution of droplets in a supersaturated

tAnd is fact if one insists in doing to with the u*u»J definition of temperature T = ( j£ )~ , one
would find thkt T > TH-

T



gas). The equilibrium configurations (if they exist) are simply the configurations
for which all the time derivatives vanish. The changes in the number of strings
are given by the interaction laws of fundamental strings (decay rates and cross
sections) and the density of states. In section 3 we discuss analytical solutions
for particular cases, here we obtain( under some suitable approximations) an exact
solution to the problem of equilibrium configurations in the low energy density
region as well as evidence of a phase transition when the energy density increases.
In section 4 the numerical solution for the general case. In this section we also
discuss the general stability and equilibrium properties and the evidence for a phase
transition from a *g<ui* phase to a 'liquid* of string theory. We then make connections
with the usual statistical and thermodynamics! quantities in section 5, here we
also argue that the transition we found corresponds to the Hagedorn transition
and also discuss the equation of state of the system. Some of the details of the
fitting to thermodynamical laws of the equilibrium configurations are collected in
an appendix. Finally in section 6 we discuss the results and draw some conclusions.
Some of the results of this paper have appeared in a shortened version in [8].



2 The Nucleation Model

The model we would like to introduce in this section is inspired by nucleation theory,
[9] that is the study of the behaviour of a supersaturated gas. In this case droplets,
that is bound states of the molecules, will form, and those droplets will merge and
split, thus giving rise to larger or smaller droplets. The analogy here b between
the various levels of excitation of the strings and the droplets of various sises. We
will therefore consider a gas of interacting strings, the interaction being the decay
of one string in two strings, or the recombination of two strings to merge into one,
more massive string.

Consider a system with total energy E, and divide E into m bins of equal size
AE = E/m, with £, approximatively the energy of the i** bin. As is customary
for this kind of calculations, AE must be large enough to contain a substantial
number of levels, and small enough for the approximation to be a good one. We are
interested in the distribution of the number of strings with respect to the energy,
that is in the number of strings in each bin, how they will change with time, and their
equilibrium configurations. Let Ni be the.number of strings which have individual
energy in the t"1 bin, so that,

fiEi . (2.1)

The approximation will of course improve as m increases. Another important quan-
tity is the energy distribution, represented by the concentration c,, the fraction of
the energy carried by strings with energy in the t** bin:

The various W s (and c,'s) will change in time due to the interaction of strings
that we have described above. We will first consider the change of Nt with respect



to the time t. In our model four terms will contribute to the time derivative JV,:

• some strings will decay with decay rate A,

some will come into bin ifrom Inn j as decay

• Product, witnJBtjy branching ratio

some will recombine, thus fatting out of the
• tHkbin

some wj'lf come into bin • from lower bins as
2 , ^ ' *"' * product of recombinations .

(2.3)
In the third term the upper limit of the sum is such that the formation of string
with energy larger than E is forbidden, this because we have assumed a system
with finite total energy.

In the above equation, which 'per se' is common to many nudeation models, the
string theory input lies in the quantities A, ,£ o and 4%j- A,- is the average decay
rate for a string in bin t, «\-j the total interaction rate for two string in bins t and
j to form a string in bin t + / , and B, ; the branching ratio for the decay of a string
in bin j into strings in bin t and (j — i).

Before calculating these quantities we will make here an important assumption,
we will assume that most of the energy of the strings is in the form of rest mass
rather than kinetic energy:

m* as Ei st iAE , (2.4)

where we are assuming that our energy unit AE is measured in the unit of Planck

The assumption in eq. (2.4) enables us to consider the quantity Ni to have a
single subscript instead of being labelled by a vector, and m the following it will
simplify the evaluation of A<, B^ and 4ij. This assumption is of coarse an useful
approximation, but is justified by the analysis of the phase space volume of a state
with total energy c, which is divided into rest mass m and kinetic energy e», namely

C
J = mJ + 1 \ . The probability that this state is realised is proportional to the phase

space volume of this state and, in the present case, it is a product of the mass density
p(m) and the momentum phase space volume. Owing to the crucial feature of string
theories, the exponential growth of states, the phase space volume of heavy states
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U large compared with a state with large kinetic energy and small mass. Therefore,
highly excited heavy states have a much larger probabilities to be realized than
those with corresponding large kinetic energy. Therefore, among the strings with
energy e, states with tstm will dominate, this justifies the approximation (2.4).

With this assumption we now pass to the evaluation of the three quantities of
interest, A< has been calculated in [10], its values

XiZzfEi^gU&E t # l , (2.5)

where g is the string coupling constant in if spatial dimensions. The decay rate
is proportional to the mass (energy) of the string. Not surprisingly more excited
strings have shorter lifetimes. We will also consider \\ = 0, since strings in the first
bin cannot decay anywhere else.

As for 4>ij, this is, in the average, the total unpolarized interaction rate for the
merging of two highly excited strings. We have considered this problem in a recent
paper [11] and found that, with our approximations,

V U i 16* " * { 2 6 )

Again the result is what one expects, the more the string is excited, the larger is
its cross section.

Next we consider the branching ratio 2? ,̂ it will be related to the phase space
volume of the strings. In our approximation this volume for a string in the i** bin
is p(m) ~ p(E) « £-<* V - * . ,

PiEMEj-i) au - or*'*1*
—j i = T7=3 •
5 E p{EMEf->) \ £ {kU - *))"(-+i)

In this expression combinatorial factors have been taken Into accomt. In the above,
the factor e*«*j££-<*"> cancel* between numerator and denomiBator. All depen-
dence on fa i» lost, and the exponential density no longer appetn nplidtly. Actu-
ally the exponential density still plays a crucial role, albeh a Uddcn one. Without
this exponential density, eq. (2.6) would be very different, moreover it is again the
exponential increase in density which justifies our approximation for the dependence
of decay rate and cross section from the energies rather than masses.



In (2.3) we have made another approximations, we have considered only pro-
cesses of the kind (t) (j) <—> (t + j) and not, for example (i) (1) <—•« which, due
to the finiteness of the bins, are in principle also possible. Of course when AE is
small those processes will not be a dominant contribution. We have also ignored
four or more bodies reactions, they are taken partly into account as two step on
shell processes however. And the list of approximations of course does not stop
here, we could include fermions, or winding modes etc. In the conclusions we wilt
briefly comment on possible ways to improve the present model.

With our definitions of (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), equation (2.3) now becomes:

= g*AE\-Nii(l-6il) + f) «**,•/]

. APJ / m-i

^~- \~ E J (2.8)

To further simplify the system, we consider the quantity c,, rescale the time to
r = gHAE, and consider a quantity which is proportional to the energy density:
A = xEjltV, in this case

This system of equations is our model for the behaviour of interacting strings at
finite densities*, in d spatial dimensions, with d appearing explicitly in Bit.

We will mostly study the equilibrium configurations, that is the solution of
the system with Ft = 0, in this case we are dealing with a system of m algebraic
equations. The important fact is that the equations are non linear, so that a number
of things can in principle happen. To start with, it is not guaranteed that there are
solutions at all, in particular we are of course interested in solutions belonging to
the 'physical region*, that is with Ei«* = 1. with all c< > 0. Solutions can then be
unique or not, said stable or not against small perturbations. This last point can
be checked by calculating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian

Jii = dFi/dcj .

*In the following we will often rtfer to A w tatrgy dtarity, although there m the proportionality
factor JT/16.
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The negative eigenvalues correspond to stable directions (determined by the eigen-
vectors), while a positive eigenvalue signals that a small variation in the direction
of the relative eigenvalue would lead to a difference firom the solution growing with
time and thus to an instability. Imaginary eigenvalues axe also of interest, in this
case the solution (if stable) will reach stability only after oscillation in the plane of
the corresponding eigenvalues. Also in principle possible are closed orbit and even
more exotic occurrences such as strange attractors or even chaos.

To facilitate the analysis let us define some 'global* quantities which will enable
us to visualize better the properties of the solution to F,-t — 0. Of interest is the
quantity TV, which is proportional to the total number of strings

N = JTNi = m£?i . (2.10)

This quantity N is always 1 < N < m. Useful are also the mean value of the energy
and of its square which, up to a constant are:

and

1 + 1

In the following we will analyse the model mostly in terms of these quantities,

properly normalized to compare the solution for different number of bins.



3 Exact Solution in Particular Cases

In this section we discuss two versions of our model which we were able to solve
exactly using analytical methods. They are particular cases, but we will be able to
infer from them some features which will be of interest in the general case, which
we will solve numerically in the next sections.

3.1 Exact Solution for the Limit of Infinite Energy and Evaporation-
Like Decay

This subsection is devoted to the analytic solution of our model in eq. (2.9) in an
idealised situation. The remarkable point is that the equilibrium configuration of
this ide&lued model is solved exactly in the region of the energy density of the
system smaller than the critical value, A < Ae = 0.5.

The modification of the model is a simple one. We will consider that the decay
of the string can only happen for evaporation, that is by the emission of a string in
the first bin. This means to replace the branching ratio in our equation eq. (2.7)
by,

Bij = 4.i + Stj-i . (3.1)

This branching ratio means that the string in the /** bin decays into the strings
which are in the l" and (j - l)th bins1. This modification of the branching ration is
considered to be an idealization of our original expression in eq. (2.7), which has a
sharp peak at the decay mode: j""1 -• l" + (j - I)'** Therefore, this simplification
should not drastically alter the qualitative features of our model*. In order to be
able to solve analytically our model to this ease we have also taken the limit E -* oo
and V —• oo, A fixed. Automatically then m —» oo and the sums in the second and
third term of (2.9) have infinity as upper limit. Energy conservation still requires
that the sum of the e,'s is 1. It is also necessary to require that limt_<l0e< -» 0
sufficiently fast so that the upper limit of the sum in the third term of (2.9) can be
taken to be oo for all».

•This branchiae ratio makes the decay put of o v nod«l Ik* Hint a* tht classical ncbation
model, saintly Becker-Doting theory [9].

* Since it is abo possible to consider that the branching ratio in eq.(S.l) is formally obtained from
eq. (2.7) in the limit d-* oo. When we will refer to the d •= oo case in the following we will always
mean in short-hand notation that we are using the branching ratio (3.1).
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The equations which give the equilibrium configuration of the energy concentra-
tions are considerably simplified in the present case:

0 = +1 - (A + l)ci + e, ,

In order to solve these equations, we will define the generating function of the

where * is a c-number. Multiplying z* in the equations (3.2) and summing over i,
we obtain the equation in terms of the generating function:

0 = * - ei - (1 + A)/(z) + z-lf(z) + ±A(/(z))* . (3.3)

The requirement of the energy conservation, which now is /(I) = 1, provides us
with a solution for ci:

Inserting this result into eq. (3.3), we obtain an equation for the generating function,

z - (1 - \k) - (1 + A)/<«) + *"VW + ^ ( / ( z ) ) 1 « 0 . (3.4)

Remarkably this equation is purely algebraic. To solve this equation with respect
to /(z) is straightforward. By imposing the regularity of /(z) at z = 0, we find the
result:

/(z) = i { l + A - z-1 + |1 - * - V l - 2A*} . (3.5)

Once we have obtained the generating function, the procedure to derive the generic
expression for the energy concentration e» is not difficult,

(3.6)

11



Let us derive the asymptotic form of c, for large bin number, t > 1. With the use
of Stirling's formula, we obtain the following results:

e. •£• -^rVi (2A)*->( l -2A) . (3.7)

l A < : i 1 f ^ i • i . l <

V* F l 2 2A'

In the literatures of the nucleation theory, the asymptotic form of c< is referred
as the scaling form. The power of» hi c<, namely the factor i~*/*, is related to
the universality of the scaling form. In terms of the number of strings in t*fc bin,
the above asymptotic form reads Nt ~ •*~*/I(2A)'. The power behavior t~§/* in the
asymptotic form is universal for a large class of nucleation models [0]. We will see
similar behavior of c, for the general case in the coming sections.

From a quick analysts of equations (3.7) we see immediately that 1/2 is a critical
value for A, in fact for A < 1/2 all c.'s are positive which is a physical requirement.
For A > 1/2 and t large enough c, becomes negative, moreover for these values
of A the "ft's diverge. In other words for A > 1/2 energy conservation cannot be
implemented because the sum of the e/s diverges to — oo for A > 0.5,

There is no static physical solution for high values of A in this version of the model.
Therefore, it is appropriate to call A = 0.5 the critical value of the energy density
in our idealised model in eq. (3.2).

Since we know the exact form of the energy concentration in aq. (3:6), we can
calculate some physically relevant quantities exactly for A •mailer than 0.5. Let
us fint derive the expression for Ec , /* and £ « . . which appear in the number of
strings and energy density:

£* - -i

(3.8)

where we assume that m and E are finite, however large enough that the assump-
tions made are valid.

12



The number of strings defined in (2.10) becomes

( V n r ) } . (3.0)

The asymptotic form of the number of strings as A -»0.5 is given by,

N A"^J m(5-6.1n2 + (12-8-ln2)«)

- m(0.841 + (6.455)c) ,

where we defined A = 0.5 - e for a small positive number c. The energy density of
the system then is obtained as,

r
= [1(1 - v^2A)(-i + 2(1 + Ip. 1 +

We have seen the behaviour of our idealized model in the region of A smaller
than 0.5. The natural question to ask is then what is happening in the region
A greater than 0.5. The lack of a stable solution, associated with the failure of
the conservation of energy (£c, = l), can be interpreted as the formation of an
infinitely long string". It seems appropriate to expect a phase transition in this case.
In the next section, we will solve the full model, with finite energy, numerically and
find a similar behaviour with a phase transition, which this tinw will be with most
of the energy carried by a single string (or a few strings). Furthermore, we will find
that the results obtained in this section describe the low energy phase (gas phase)
of the full model quite well, and in fact even critical value of A will sot be greatly
affected.

3.2 The Three Bins Ca*e

In this subsection, we will perform aa extensive study of the model (2.0) m the
case of m = 3. Although this case is not a relevant one to discuss the physical
implications of our model, it nevertheless' possesses gome general features of the

&IB fact, in nadeation theory, the aame phenomenon ia understood aa a formation of infinitely
large clusters.
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generic number of bins case. The importance of it is that in this case the model
reduces to a system of two equations in two unknown, and can therefore be solved
exactly with the help of some useful mathematical tools, which are available only
for non-linear systems of two equations. In this sense, this section is separated
form the others, and the reader can skip it if he is willing to trust the results of
the numerical calculations without the help of the rigorous results available in this
case.

When the number of bins is equal to three the branching ratios have a simple
form and are independent of d, namely Bu - 2, Bn — Bn = 1, then our model in
eq. (2.9) becomes

Bcxjdr = l-d+cj-AfeJ

dct/dr = 2-2cl-4ct + A.{c\-2clc2) , (3.10)

Ci + Cj + C9 = 1 ,

where we do not write the differential equation for cs explicitly, because cs is ob-
tained by solving the constraint of the energy conservation. Therefore, we can
consider the above equations as the ones for two-dimensional non-linear flow in the
region {P|0 < ci +ct < 1,0 < cx,0 < e2},

-̂ T = /(ci,ca), - ^ ^ f f c i . c , ) , (3.11)

where / and g are given by the right hand side of eq. (3.10). The set of functions
(/,ff) in eq. (3.11) is considered as a vector field on the (ci,es)-plane.

In the mathematical literature there are many useful tools on two-dimensional
non-linear flow. In the following, we will review some of mathematical notations,
which is available to investigate our m - 3 model (3.10). Let us lint define two-
dimensional flow 4,(x), x € P, where t is the time variable and P b the two-
dimensional region on which the flow 6 acts. The evolution of the flow 4>t is
described by the differential equations,

(*.*) - (H*,V)M**V)) . (3.12)

where x, y are two-dimensional coordinate (x,y) € P and the dot as usual means
the derivative with respect to time. In general, the functions / , g are non-linear
ones of x and y.

14



An important notion in the description of the asymptotic behavior of the flow is
the one of nonwandering set. A point p 6 V is called nonwandering for the flow 4>t if
for any neighborhood Uofp, there exist arbitrary large time t such that $t(U)r\U ^
0. The nonwandering set is a set of all such points. Nonwandering sets are classified
into three classes: (i) Fixed points; (it) closed orbits, and (m) the union of fixed
points and the trajectories connecting them. In the class (i), the fixed points of the
flow are defined by the vanishing of the vector field: (/,ff) = 0. In the follows, we
will use "equilibrium point" in the same meaning of "fixed point". There are several
kinds of fixed points namely sources, sinks, centres and a saddle points. The closed
orbits in class (it) are defined as periodic solutions to the differential equation for
which there exists 0 < T < oo such that (x(*),y(t)) - (*(r + T),y(t + T)).

A useful notion to identify non-wandering sets is the index of a closed curve
C. Let (ftg) be the two-dimensional vector field and C a closed curve not passing
through any fixed points. The index of C with respect to the vector field is defined
as follows: Letting the point P traverse C anticlockwise, along the curve the vector
(/> ff) rotates continuously and at the moment of returning to the original position
the vector field must have rotated through the angle 2nk for some integer Jfc. The
number k is called a index of the closed curve C. The index of C is closely related
to the character of the fixed points inside the curve C :(i) The index of a sink, a
source and a centre is +1. (ii) The index of a saddle point is —1. (iii) The index
of a closed orbit is +1. If there is no fixed point inside C, the index is 0. It can be
proven [13] that the index of a closed curve C is equal to the sum of the indices of
the fixed points within C.

A powerful theorem concerning closed orbits is Bendixson's criterion, which
says: If on a simply connected region P C R 1 the expression dfjdx + da/dy is not
identically sen and does not change sign. Then the system of the flow does not
have closed orbits lying entirely in P. This theorem is a simple consequence of
Green's theorem (see ref. [13] for the proof).

Now, we will apply the above tools to our problem in the m = 3 case. Our
vector field (f,g) is given by,

= 1 - cj + a - k(c\ +

g(cuct) = 2 - 2cj -

and the domain on which this flow acts is V = {0 < ci + ej < 1,0 < ei,0 < ct}.

15
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Figure 1: The equilibrium points in the m = 3 case

First let us apply Bendixson's theorem. Because,

df/dx + dgfdy = - 5 - 4A«i - Acs < 0 ,

we can immediately see that our system does not have closed orbit in t>.

Next let us turn to the property of fixed points in our model. To this purpose,
we need to know the number of the fixed points in P. The equations to obtain the
fixed points is given by

where bars on c's are intended to indicate fixed points, fi is given as a solution to
the cubic equation and £», lt in terms of fla It is not difficult to see that there is only
one solution to the above cubic equation in V. The solutions for 10~* < A < 104 are
shown in figure 1, the points are values of A equally spaced on a logarithmic scale.

We can now ask ourselves the nature of the stability of the solutions we found. It
ts easily found that the vector field (/,$) always points inward along the boundary

16



Figure 2: The Bow diagram for m = 3 and A = 1

of the domain P. Therefore, the index of the closed curve along the boundary of V
is 1 and the fixed point inside D b a sink. This result is also obtained by solving
the eigenvalue problem of the linearized flow equation in eq. (3.11) in the vicinity
of the fixed point, where we alway find negative eigenvalues. This property of the
vector field to point inward on the boundary of V ensure that V is a trapping set,
that is if the initial configuration of cj and cj lies inside P, then the flow will not
bring the values of the e»*s outside it, which would of course show an inconsistency
of the model.

From the above discussion, we found that our model of m = 3 case has only one
stable fixed point ( or equilibrium configuration) in our domain. The flow diagram
of a particular value of A (A — 1), is given in figure 2. The qualitative features of
the flow diagram do not change for different values of A. The system always reaches
a unique equilibrium point independently on the initial condition. Later we will
discuss our model for a generic m. However, the stability properties appear to be
the same of the simple case considered here. We alway find one stable equilibrium
configuration (sink fixed point) in the physical region. In this sense, we can say
that the simplest m = 3 model has the general stability features of the model.

17



4 The Phase Transition

In this section we discuss the solutions of (2.0) for a generic number of bins. Unfor-
tunately for m > 3 it is impossible (at least for us) to solve exactly the system of non
linear equations, and we were therefore forced to resort to numerical methods. We
have looked for the solutions of (2.9) with dcfdr = 0 using two different methods,
the Newton-Raphson method, and the Powell method, of course they both gave
the same results. For problems of computer memory we were forced to limit the
number of bins m to 500. As a rule the accuracy was of the order of 10"u , that is,
a set of values for e, was considered a solution if all the <fe«/4r*s were smaller than
10"", which gives an error (which can be evaluated) on the e/s of approximatively
the same order of magnitude.

With our algorithms (as with any algorithm) it is not possible to say if the
found solution is unique, they are routines which search for a sero of the system
starting from an initial ansatz, and can say nothing on the possible existence of
other solutions. We have however searched with a variety of initial ansatze and
found always one unique solution. This solution appears stable, that is the Jacobian
defined in section 2 has only negative eigenvalues. Some of the eigenvalues were
however imaginary for large values of m. We have also time evolved c,- for a variety
of values of the density A and of m, again starting from various initial configurations,
and found always the configuration to converge to the one found with the above
mentioned methods. This gives us some confidence in asserting that the exact results
we found for the m — 3 case, that there is always only one unique solution in the
physical region, and that this last region is a trapping set, generalises to an arbitrary
number of bins. In the first subsection we discuss the equilibrium (stationary)
configurations of the c*'s and show numerical evidence for a phase transition, in the
second subsection we instead discuss the stability of the equilibrium configurations.

4.1 The Phase Transition

An equilibrium configuration for a particular value of A is given by a vector with
components c,. As it is difficult to vWafise the whole vector, and see how H changes
with A, we have found it useful to define the quantities Nw and £*„,, which we will
analyse in detail. They are normalized values of the total number of string and the
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Figure 3: The normalized number of strings as a function of A.

fluctuations of the energy around the mean. Their definition is as follows:

(4.1)

m

(4.2)
y/< E* > - < E > '

We have normalised N^^ and i ^ in such a way that i V ^ = 1, F,*, = 0 for a
and J^MT = 0, FMT = 0 for «i = ^ M (all energy in the first or last bin respectively),
moreover / ^ = 1 for a configuration in which the energy is divided in equal parts
between the first and last bin, «i = «m = J. This to enable comparisons among the
different equilibrium solutions for different m V

The behaviour of JV^, and / ^ vs. A for three spatial dimensions

in figures 3 and 4 for various values of m. Those figures are the main result of the

model. They show the presence of a discontinuity point at a value of A close to

1/2. For small densities all strings are in the lowest bin, in the massless or first few
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excited states, all the energy is carried by massless or nearly massless states. This is
indicated by a value of TV,̂ , nearly unity as can be seen in figure 3. When the density
A approaches a critical value, the quantity Nnor decreases and sharply goes to cero.
It is very important to notice that the step behaviour of figure 1 becomes sharper as
m increases. The behaviour of J7^, in figure 4 is analogous, Fmer jumps from the 0
value (all strings in the fint bin) to values of order one (strings more or less equally
distributed in the first and last bins), to quickly become again small, this time with
most of the energies in the last bins. The rate of decrease of F,^ past its -»«rfa»—in
is however rather slower, than its abrupt increase. The qualitative behaviour of
Ntt»r *nd Fpu*. is similar for the various values of the number of dimensions, as it
can be seen from figure 5 and 6**.

The interpretation of these results b that there are two phases of string theory,
in the low density phase (which we will call the 'f»* phase) all the strings are in
the massless or first few excited states, and (as we will see in more detail later)

"la these figure d * - 1 and if • oo indicate the tiro CHH in which the branckmg ratio • «q««l
for all chuueU reg«dle« of the energy (the d « - l cue), and the cue in which the bnachtag
ratio u the evaporation-Bite one considered in section 3.
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they can be well approximated by an ideal gas of particles, and have a Boltzmann
distribution to a good approximation. When the density is of order one, abruptly
there is the passage to a different phase, which we have called the 'liquid1 phase.
In this phase the strings have coalesced into one or few extremely excited strings.
Although our numerical method is not scphdsticstsd enasjjh to establish the order
of the transition, it appears to be of first order™. It is quite possible that in this
phase the degrees of freedom of the theory would probably have to be changed for
a consistent description.

4.2 Stability of the Model

Even insofar the stability of the model is concerned the results of the m = 3 case
appear to be confirmed. As a test of the stability of the model we have calcu-
lated the eigenvalues of the jacobian of the equilibrium solution. The presence of
eigenvalues with positive real part would indicate an unstable saddle point, while
complex eigenvalues (with negative real part) indicate a focus, a stable point which
is reached only after oscillations in the plane defined by the couple of eigenvectors
corresponding to the complex eigenvalue. We have not found positive eigenvalues
(larger than our machine accuracy). We found instead frequently complex eigen-
values, but never purely imaginary (an indication of a nearby closed orbit). The
number, value and behaviour with the density of the eigenvalues depend strongly
on the number of dimensions, but the qualitative features do not change.

We have also actually time evolved the e,'s starting from various initial ansatze.
As an example the behavior of the configuration in the N -F plane is indicated in
figure 7 in the <f = 3, m = 30 case. In this figure the initial configurations where
chosen with all energy in one bin, the 3PV 5 ' \ 10", 15** and 30*. Again, due
to the numerical nature of this investigation, it is impossible to prove beyond any
doubt that there are no close orbits, but the similarity with the exact m = 3 case
indicate this quite convincingly.

the heretic model [2] a nmilar transition from ahort to long strings hat a continaoasly varying
nomb«r of string* [15].
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5 Equilibrium Configurations and Thermodynamics

In this section we discuss the relations between the equilibrium configurations of
our model and the results one would expect from a traditional thermodynamics!
or statistical mechanics treatment. The utility of our model is mostly for a region
of some orders of magnitude around A — 1, when the behaviour of the a's is
smooth enough, the thermodynamical considerations are moreover usually limited
to a region A < 1. In the first subsection we will discuss a best fit of the behaviour of
the equilibrium configurations for various m, d and A to some ansatte suggested by
thermodynamics. Some of the details of the fitting are collected in an appendix. In
this subsection we also discuss the independence of the behaviour of the gas phase
on the number of dimensions. This provides a sort of universality of this phase
which reinforces the result of section 3.1. In the following subsection we interpret
the result and discuss the thermodynamics of the system. At the end, we will try
to make connection with the ordinary nucleation theory.

5.1 Fitting of the Equilibrium Configurations

This subsection is devoted to the preparation of the discussion on the thermal
properties of our model. In order to discuss the thermodynamical properties of
equilibrium configurations in our model, it is not convenient to deal directly with
the numerical results. Thus, we will find an analytical function which reflects the
behavior of {c,} best, namely we will do the fitting of our numerically obtained
equilibrium configurations to a certain analytical function. This procedure of fitting
is important not only for its convenience but also for revealing the nature of the
phase transition we found in the previous section.

Our ansatK to this function is of the form:

d ~ exp{uiln(t) + 1 • i } ,

where Uj and us are the parameters to be determined by the fit. There a n three
motivations for the choice of this anatts. The first (and most naive one) is the
analysis of the equilibrium distribution one can almost do by just looking at them.
In figures 8 and 9 the equilibrium distribution of c* are shown on the case of <f = 3
and m = 250, but for various A's. Notice that the 4's are plotted on a logarithmic
scale. The appearance of the linear tails for large bins suggests the form: c, ~ e*""».
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The second reason is the correspondence with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
In the gas phase, A < 0.5, the concept of the string gas in the thermal equilibrium
teems to be available. Then, one can expect that the equilibrium configurations ct
is given, to a good approximation, by that of Maxwell-Boltxmami,

d ~ p(Ei)e-fiB< ~ e-**<-t'-'**< , (5.1)

where a is a constant, which possibly related to the number of spatial dimensions.
The third reason comes from the results of the subsection 3.1, where we have investi-
gated the simplification of evaporation-type branching ratio. In that subsection, the
asymptotic form of c,is given by, c, — exp{-(3/2)ln(t) + ln(2A) •»}, (see eq. (3.7)).
The second and third motivations for our ansatz are available only in the low den-
sity region. However, this ansatz works reasonably well for both low and high
density regions and we found it helpful to understand the property of equilibrium
configurations in these two different regions'.

The details of the fitting are in the appendix, and here we just collect the results.
In figs. 10 and 11 the obtained values of Ui and «i are given in the case d = 3,9 and
m = 100 as functions of the energy density, A. The results for the other number of
the spatial dimensions are qualitatively the same as these two examples.

From these figures, one can read several features of the equilibrium configura-
tions , which we will investigate in detail.

1. The behavior of the equilibrium distribution divides the region of the energy
density, A, into three regions; the first is the low energy region (gas phase,
A < 0.5), then there is an intermediate region and the finally the high energy
region (liquid phase, 10* < A). At the point of A, where two different regions
meet, ux and u3 have discontinuities. It should be kept in mind that the
presence of an intermediate region is one of the features of a first order phase
transitions.

2. The equilibrium configurations for different values of the spatial dimeasU
d, have a similar behavior in the gas phase, but are quite different in the liquid
phase. The main difference in the liquid phase comes from the value of «i.

TWe alao tried the other aautse like <* ~ *xp(w* + ri) u d found that the one we h*v« chosen
better.
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Figure 12: The parameter u t for different values of d.

3. The value uj is proportional to ln2A, uj a ln2A, in both gas ans liquid phase.
The proportionality constant is however very different between two phases.

In the following of this subsection, we will discuss the appropriateness of above
three statements. Let us first discuss the dependence of the fitted values Ui and Uj
on the number of spatial dimensions using the m — 100 results.

For the value of vi, figs. 10 and 11 suggest that it is independent of spatial
dimensions in the gas phase and it goes to -(<*+ 1) in the liquid phase. In fig. 12,
the fitted values of «i for various spatial dimensions are shown. From this figure,
we draw a result that uj ~ -2.4 in the gas phase independently of the dimensions.
In the appendix, we discuss the asymptotic form of numerically evaluated config-
urations and find that *i tends to a value close to the prediction of the idealised
model in subsection 3.1. Therefore, our result on tti is that - 5 / 2 < t*i < —3/2 in
the gas phase and «i - -(d + 1) in the liquid phase.

Next let us turn to u2. As we have mentioned above, the fitted value u2 in

figs 10, 11 depends on the energy density in the way proportional to ln2A. This is
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indeed the case for the other values of spatial dimensions. Therefore we define

uj = a In(2A) .

The proportionality constant a can be seen from fig. 15 in both phases for various
d. In the gas phase, the value of or is independent on dt and a ~ 1. Notice that
uj = ln(2A) is the prediction in subsection 3.1. The tame seems to hold in the
liquid phase too, in this case however, for much •mailer value of the proportionality
constant, a a 0.01 — £ .

The above observation suggests the following conclusion: In the fas phase, the

equilibrium configurations is universal with respect to the number of spatial dimen-

sions. In the liquid phase, the behavior of the equilibrium eonfifuratiom depends on

the number of the spatial dimension. The dependence on the number of the spatial

dimensions in the liquid phase is supposed to be a consequence of the form of the

branching ratio in the model.

In order to show the universality in the gas phase independently on the fit-
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ting, we have evaluated a quantity YU |lnc.-(rf) - lnc.(rf»}|, where {c,(rf)} is a equilib-
rium configurations obtained for the number of spatial dimensions d. The result of
£ , |lnc,-(*=i) - lnc,(^S)| and E, |ln«.(<«j) - lne,(rf«e)| are shown in fig. 14 for various
A in case m = 100. This result indicates that in the gas phase the difference of the
equilibrium configurations obtained for different if s is quite small. On the other
hand, in the liquid phase it is large. Moreover, in the liquid phase, the difference of
the two different spatial dimensions is given approximately,

which again justifies our ansatz.

Another important property of the equilibrium configurations is its scaling prop-
erty with respect to the total number of bins m. In the above discussion, we con-
centrated mainly on the the case of m = 100. However, one might be interested in
the dependence of the form e, — exp{uih(t) + u% ••} on the total number of bins, m.
For the behaviour of «i, it does not depend on the number of bins in both gas and
liquid phase. In fig. 15 the dependence of the proportionality constant a, defined
in uj = a ln(2A), on the number bins exhibited in the cases d = 3 and d - 9.
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One can see that the proportionality constant o is independent of the number of
bins. This is what one expected from the result of subsection 3.1t where the energy
separation between subsequent bins, AE, is not set by the model itself.* The sit-
uation is somehow the same in the full model before the formation of long strings
which carry most energy of the system. Therefore, in the gas phase the statement
AE = Ejm does not have any definite meaning. Moreover, physically speaking,
we should consider that in the region A < 0.S the energy separations of bins AE is
equal to the Plandc mass bdependently of the number of bins iii the model, namely
AE ~ (a*)"1'*. Thus, contents of first bin m gas phase is considered to be massless
states. On the other hand, in the liquid phase, wx depend on the number of bins,
from fig. 16, one can read a ~ 1/m, where m is the number of tins. This behavior
of a with respect to m is the one which satisfies the requirement of the energy
conservation for the fixed total energy,

*Dne to the physical requirement, which come* from tie vafidity of thr approximation, A £ u
constrained to AE > mo, where mo it the energy scale of oar interest, namely Pluck mui in the
fundamental string theory and pion mass in QCD dual string theory.
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where {e,} |m is the equilibrium configurations in the case of the total number of

bins m. This behavior of u3 is independent on the number of spatial dimensions.

One of the interesting facts we have noticed concerning the dependence of equi-
librium configurations on the number of bin m is the tendency which the intermedi-
ate region gets smaller with increase of m. Due to numerical nature of our analysis,
we can not tell if it vanishes in m —» oo limit. At least we can cay the transition
becomes sharper as the number of bins increases.

We conclude this subsection with the main results of the fitting. The equilibrium
distribution of our model has distinctly different behaviors in each region, namely
the gas and the liquid phase, with an intermediate region which connects the two.
This suggests the phase transition we found in our model Is of the first order. In the
gas phase, the behavior of the equilibrium configurations is universal with respect
to the number of spatial dimensions. In the liquid phase, however, h depends on
the number of spatial dimensions. The form of the energy concentrations are given
by

A<0.5 c, - 3/2<o<5/2 (5.2)
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A > 0 . 5 c, ~ i

The idealized model in subsection 3.1 describes the equilibrium properties of the gas
phase quite well. Following these results, the discussion on the thermodynamical
property of our model will be developed in the next subsection.

5.2 Thermodynamical Implications of the Model

In this subsection, we will discuss the thermodynamical implications of our model
on the basis of the results obtained in the previous sections. We will argue that our
model has a critical temperature which is in fact the Hagedorn temperature, and
make some connections with the usual thermodynamics of strings. We will then
obtain an equation of state and briefly comment on the singularity in the thermal
potential.

In our model of interacting strings, the equilibrium distribution is determined
by its dynamics and the equilibrium configurations are not necessarily interpreted
in the sense of string gas model. Therefore, the procedure to determine the tem-
perature is not clear and we cannot make any definite statement except somewhat
naive qualitative discussions. As we have discussed at the beginning of the section,
in the gas phase, the notion of the string gas is available to a good approximation.
Therefore, it is possible to identify temperature in our system in the gas phase. Let
us concentrate on the gas phase for a while. Naively one would proceed as follows:
in the gas phase, the distribution is considered to be given by that of Maxwell-
Boltzmann eq. (5.1), while our model gives the equilibrium distribution in eq. (5.2).
It is then reasonable to identify

1 . , 1

At A ~ 1/2, which is the critical value in our model, the temperature of the system
equals the Hagedorn temperature. In figs. 8 and 9, the configuration at A ss 0.545
is shown, where the linear asymptotic behavior at its tail vanishes and it behaves
Ci ~ i" -, 3/2 < a < 5/2. It is important to notice that this A corresponds to the
points where the curves in fig. 5 and 6 have flex points. Once we are convinced by
this identification of the temperature, we have * relation between energy density
and temperature,

£-**: •*> T<TS ,
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where \t is a constant related to the energy scale of the model, n oc 1/AB.

As for the high energy region (liquid phase), we do not have any simple way to
identify the temperature of our system, we are nor even sure such a quantity can
be defined at all. As we have mentioned before, one should probably change the
physical degrees of freedom of the theory in the high energy liquid phase. Therefore
we cannot identify the results of equation (5.3) with a MaxweU-Boltsmaan distri-
bution eq. (5.1), for which the physical degrees of freedom are fluctuations around
the vacuum of the gas phase1.

But in the high density region our model is not complete as a model of funda-
mental strings since, for example, we are neglecting winding modes of strings and
the effect of gravity, which are important for very high densities. Therefore it is
dangerous to discuss the significance of eq. (5.3) for the thermodynamics of strings
here.

The equilibrium distribution obtained in our model (eq(5.2)) is different from
the one obtained by thermodynamical methods. The main difference is the power
a in eq. (5.2). In our model the value of a is universal with respect to the spatial
dimensions in the gas phase, but the one derived by thermodynamical methods de-
pends on the spatial dimensions. The dependence on the spatial dimension in the
thermodynamical methods appears partly from the integration over the momen-
tum, while we are neglecting kinetic energies in our model. In the very low density
region, A < 1, the system consists mainly of low energy states. In this situation the
contribution of the kinetic energy is important and our model would need modifi-
cations. However for values of A of the order of the critical density, where there are
enough energetic strings, our approximation is correct. It might be an interesting
problem to modify our model so that the kinetic energy of strings are incorporated
and see how this power behavior will be changed.

The second subject we discuss in this subsection is the equation of state for the
gas phase in our model. In the same sense as that in the kinetic theory of gas, the
partial pressure, p, of a string of energy e in d-dimensional space of volume V k
given by,

<£>
'A naive identification of eq. (5.3) to a Maxwell-Boltimann dktribntion would giv* even Mgatm

temperature.
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where < . . . >, is the mean value of the kinetic energy of a string with energy c and
the non-relativistic approximation is employed because of the assumption of highly
excited string dominance, which is justified by the following discussion. The volume
V, in eq. (5.5) means the one after van der Waals correction, namely the effective
spatial volume where strings can move. The mean value of the kinetic energy is
given by,

where p(m) is as usual the mass level density of string. Using the asymptotic form of
p(m) given in eq. (1.1), these integrals can be evaluated by saddle-points methods,
which gives the result;

f_ __\_
< 2m > ' ~

here we are assuming c • fin » 1. Notice that the leading term in the mean kinetic
energy does not depend on its energy c, which means that the kinetic energy of string
does not increase even if its energy is increased. This is the highly excited string
dominance, namely most of energy of the string is carried by its rest mass. This
result is not changed by the relativistic treatment. The total pressure, represented
by P, is the sum of all partial pressures,

,

This is the equation of state in our model. In terms of energy concentration 4 , the
equation of state becomes,

. (5.7)
* *

The crude approximation of V, is V, = K -2? in Planckian unite, because a string of

energy Ei is considered to occupy the spatial volume Ek* In fig. 17, the behaviour of

the pressure as the system is adiabatically compressed is given for m = 300, d~3

and some fixed total energy E. The quantity P* shown is the one appearing in
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Due to our approximation on V«, the pressure blows up at A — 1/5. However, this
blow up does not seem to be a physical one. In order to discuss the equation of state
in liquid phase, we have to find correct physical degree of the system to describe it.

It is interesting to compare eq. (5.7) with the corresponding quantity in the
grand canonical ensemble. There, the equation of state is given by.

PV - kThaS{s,V,T) (5.8)

where S(f, V, T) is a grand partition function with chemical potential f, volume V
and temperature T. At this point, the correspondences to ( and T are not dear.

This observation on the correspondence between eq. (5.7) and eq. (5.8) leads
to further correspondence between eq. (5.7) m our model and the cluster (virial)
expansion of strongly interacting gas, where equation of state fa given by,

(5.0)

where 0i is a so-called irreducible integral, which represents the interactions between

objects in the cluster of size /. Let us again concentrate on the gas phase and consider
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the model of subsection 3.1. The identification to the results in section 3.1 follows,
fit ~ 7i/'*- The remarkable point is that the sum in eq. (5.9) can be carried out
exactly. As a result, the equation of state in the model in subsection 3.1 becomes:

PV. ~ S(d,0B)m[-l + 2(1 + jjln1 + ^ " 2A +1(1 - vT^SI)] . (5.10)

The right hand side of eq. (5.10) can be considered as the free energy in the grand
canonical system. Let us define the right hand side of eq. (5.10) as a function of
A, represented by F{A), and consider this function on the complex A-plane. This
function has a cut on the real axis for AeA > 1/2. The existence of this cut in the
free energy is a typical feature of a first order phase transition (0,14]. The model in
subsection 3.1 has a equilibrium configurations only in the region A < 0.5. When
A > 0.5, it does not have a equilibrium configurations but will have time-dependent
solutions. In the standard nudeation theory, the main interest is in fact in these
time-dependent solutions of a set of non-linear differential equations. One of the
most important quantity in such solutions is the nudeation rate, which is a constant
current creating infinitely large clusters (or strings in our case). This nudeation
rate is obtained as a imaginary part of the free energy which appears when the free
energy F is analytically continued to the unstable region of the parameters. In our
case in eq. (5.10), the analytical continuation is done from the real axis A < 0.5
to the real axis A > 0.5 in the vicinity of the critical value A = 0.5. A simple
calculation gives:

2
where S is a small positive number. It would be an interesting problem to examine
this nudeation rate by numerical experiment using the full model described in
section 2.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed the model of interacting strings based on Nucleation
Theory. We did not assume equilibrium, but instead looked for the equilibrium con-
figurations, and investigated their stability, finding that the stationary equilibrium
is reached always and that this equilibrium is stable. The main results of the anal-
ysis is the presence of a phase transition from a *#o#' phase to a 'JtfutVf phase.
In the gas phase, at low densities, the strings form a gas of massless or nearly-
massless particles. The strings obey an energy distribution not too different from
the Maxwell-Boltzman one, therefore temperature can be defined and usual ther-
modynamics appears to be valid. The equilibrium configurations in this gas phase
appear to be independent on the number of large scale dimensions of space-time.

At a density of order one (in Planck units) we find the transition to the liquid
phase. In this case the energy is carried by a single string or a few strings, with
very high excitation number. The equilibrium configurations in this case are very
dissimilar from a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution, and traditional thermodynamics
does not appear adequate to describe the state of the system. In the liquid phase
the equilibrium configurations depend on the number of dimensions in a definite
way.

It is worth remembering at this point that a variety of different methods and
models concerning strings seem to point in the same direction of a different phase of
string theory. First there are the discussion on the statistical mechanics of strings,
canonical or heretic, which indicate the presence of a phase in which most of the
energy goes into few strings, and this paper is in this same stream. Work on the
canonical ensemble [4] discusses a phase with many degress of freedom less than an
ordinary field theory. On the other side there are indications [16] of new phenomena
appearing in the scattering of string at super-Planckian kinetic energies. And even
the recent matrix models [17] based on a triangulatkm of surfaces find an isfinhe
genus phase which could again indicate a new phase of strings. The connection
among those aspects of string theory however it rtrj far from dear.

Mainly this work uses the input coming from string theory to fix the coefficients
of the differential equations and to justify the approximations made, these ingredi-
ents are however common to any dual model, including of course hadronic physics1.

'We would like to think R. Hagedorn for * letter calling our attention on this point
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And in fact the analogy with the hadron transition [18], the deconfinement of quark
and gluons, shows that above a certain density the degrees of freedom of have to
change from hadrons to quarks and gluons. The added complication (and fascina-
tion) in string theory is that the graviton is a string, in the massless state, or the
ifirst bin' to use the language of this paper. Above the phase transition one would
have to change the degrees of freedom of the theory, and presumably the graviton
would not be an useful state. But what would then happen to the structure of space
time itself? Atick and Witten in [4] have suggested the presence of a topobgical
field theory, but the issue is again very very far from being resolved.

The analogy with hadronic physics works both ways, and the model presented
here can be easily adapted [19] for a description of the deconfinement phase tran-
sition [20], both in the early universe and heavy ion collisions. The model can be
further improved both for the fundamental and the hadronic point of view, one
could for example consider the effect of fermionic states, or of the red shift. Prob-
ably the most important thing to do would be to consider the presence of winding
modes, where the strings wrap around the compactjfied dimensions. For high den-
sities, achieved at the beginning of the universe, winding modes become extremely
important in view of the presence of a duality [21] between momentum and winding
modes. It would be interesting to see if the presence of winding modes alter sensibly
the results of the model presented here.
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Figure 18: the enlargement of the intermediate region.

Appendix A

In this appendix we give the details of the fitting of the equilibrium configura-
tions to the ansatz. We have performed a least square fit of the difference between
the numerical equilibrium configurations and the ansatz evaluated at the appro-
priate values of t. As error on the numerical values we used the one given fay the
finite precision of our algorithms, which as we said was of s- 10~ n . Obviously with
such a small value for the error the x f was usually very large, but the numerical
equilibrium configurations and the ansatie were usually m agreement for three or
four digits. The global minima for the best fit were found using the various searches
for a minimum avaliable in the CERN package Minuit.

The main results are in figures 10 and 11 in the main text. Since the discontinuity
of «* between the intermediate region and the liquid phase le not dear m these
figures, the enlargement of it* is shown in Fig. 18.

The asymptotic form of {c,} for large t is difficult to fit in the low A region,
because of the sharp falling of the a's. This can be seen for the region of A:
0.3 < A < 0.5. By using the same program, we performed the fitting of { c j for
different parts of range of the bins. In figure 19 the result of m = 100, d = 3 are
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Figure 19: Fitting to different regions of the bins range in the gas phase.

shown, the fitting is done for bins 1 < t < 20, 21 < » < 40 and 41 < t, respectively.
In order to compare the result of the fitting with the prediction of subsection 3.1,
the value of ln2A are also plotted. From this figure, one can tee that the value of u2

matches well with the prediction of subsection 3.1. As for U}, it shows a tendency to
becomes smaller for larger bins, which means ui becomes closer to the asymptotic
value of the prediction in the subsection 3.1. For completeness, we did the fitting
of the exact result in eq.{3.6) using the same program. For the first several bins
(1 < t < 10), our fitting program gives a result of ui — —2.4 for any A smaller than
0.5. In order to compare directly, we show in (able 1, the values of the first ê 's for
the exact result of the idealised model in eq.(3.6) and numerically obtained values
in the cases d - 3, d = 25, m « 100. We find that the version of the model in
section 3.1 describes the gas phase of the full model quite well. The results of a
similar partial fitting in the region A > 0.5 k in fig. 20, tn the ease <f = 3, m = 100
are shown, the partial fitting is done in the three regions of bins 1 ~ 33, 34 ~ 66
and 67 ~ 100. In the intermediate region between the gas phase and the liquid
phase, the values of Vi and ttj show a dependence on the region of fitting. In the
liquid phase, the fitting of the three regions give nearly the same results. Thus, we
can consider those as the proper values of ui and ua in the liquid phase.
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Cj

«3

C4

c«

d = 3, m

0.0500
0.4508
0.4313

0.5197
0.7052

= 100

10-1

10-'
io-»
io-<

if - 25, m = 100

0.0500
0.4500
0.4375

0.5375
0.7437

io-»
10-*

10-*

10-4

•ec.

0.0500
0.4500
0.4376

0.5375
0.7437

3.1

10-1

10-1

10-*
10-4

Table 1: The vaJues of the Brst bins in the numerical and exact solutions.
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Figure 20: Fitting to different regions of the bins range in the liquid phase.
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